Stage Door

Callbacks

Wednesday, August 26th, 2015
Room 17-5

Side A
Bobby and Sam
7:00-7:07pm  Madeline Purches and Jacob Scott
7:07-7:14pm  Jeannie Moffitt and Landon Boyle

Side B
Olga and Bernice
7:14-7:21pm  Annie Barbour and Rebecca Russell
7:21-7:28pm  Lana Dvorak and Makenna Perkal

Side C
Jean and Terry
7:28-7:40pm  Bailey Reeves and Annie Barbour

Side D
Terry and Kingsley
7:40-7:55pm  Kara Overlien and Landon Boyle
7:55-8:10pm  Cassia Thompson and Beaven Waller
8:10-8:25pm  Austen Bohmer and Daniel Westheimer

8:25-8:35pm Break

Side E
Terry and Keith
8:35-8:50pm  Austen Bohmer and Beaven Waller
8:50pm-9:05pm  Kara Overlien and Lucas Rilley

Side F
Terry and Keith
9:05-9:20pm  Cassia Thompson and Ian Erbe

9:20-9:55pm Break

Side G
Terry, Keith, Kingsley
9:55-10:15pm  Cassia Thompson, Lucas Rilley, Daniel Westheimer
10:15-10:35pm  Austen Bohmer, Ian Erbe, Michael Grieve
10:35-10:55pm  Kara Overlien, Beaven Waller, Mitchell Ferguson

Thank You!
Hillary Pfeffer
Stage Manager
573.881.4216
hillary.pfeffer@gmail.com